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Abstract

Dikes must maintain a critical width and flow velocity in order to propagate several kilometers from source to sink without freezing;

consequently, they must support a high volumetric magma flow rate. This in turn implies that plutons fed by dikes must fill rapidly. In an

effort to predict host-rock strain rates required by dike-fed growth, we employ a three-dimensional geometric model consisting of concentric

shells to track instantaneous strain rates in a homogeneously deforming aureole around spheroidal plutons with a range of aspect ratios. Using

published values for magma and host-rock parameters appropriate for mid-crustal levels, we calculate, for example, a minimum

instantaneous strain rate of approximately 10210 s21 in the deformation aureole of a 1 km radius spherical pluton. Aureole strain rates, which

range upward to greater than 1024 s21, are primarily a function of position in the aureole, pluton size, and filling rate; pluton shape plays only

a secondary role. Although preservation of evidence for high strain rates may be rare, and although multiple mechanisms probably operate

simultaneously, we expect that deformation this rapid in the middle crust would be accommodated primarily by brittle mechanisms.

q 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Silicic magmatism plays a major role in crustal growth

and evolution, but the relative importance of various

mechanisms, such as diapirs and dikes, by which magma

moves from its source region to a magma chamber remains

unresolved (e.g. Clemens et al., 1997; Clemens, 1998;

Miller and Paterson, 1999). Magma transport is only one of

many mass transfer processes that operate within the crust,

and the movement of molten material is intimately coupled

to crustal rheology as well as strain and strain rate patterns

both near and far from a pluton (Paterson and Fowler, 1993).

Therefore, to evaluate the efficacy of different magma

transport mechanisms, we must consider how the crust

responds to the movement and collection of magma.

In recent years, attention has focused on dikes as an

efficient method for rapidly moving large quantities of

silicic magma through the crust. Some studies have

considered the physical conditions required for fracture

propagation (Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Rubin, 1995),

whereas others have addressed questions related to the flow

rate of magma through dikes (Bruce and Huppert, 1990;

Petford, 1996; Petford et al., 2000). Despite some concerns

about the likelihood of dike propagation (Rubin, 1995),

these studies raise the possibility of generating a 6000 km3

dike-fed mid-crustal pluton in less than 400 years (Petford

et al., 1993). Although magma transport and emplacement

have been considered somewhat independent processes (e.g.

Clemens et al., 1997), some degree of in-situ expansion

must accompany dike-fed pluton growth. To permit such

growth, wall rocks must be able to deform sufficiently fast to

accommodate the high volumetric fluxes associated with

dikes. Addressing this point, Clemens et al. (1997, p. 157)

stated that “Given the various forces applied to potential

host rocks by the magma, spaces should be able to open

relatively rapidly—so magma supply is most likely to

provide the overriding rate-limit.“. However, only a few

studies have quantitatively evaluated the rates at which

space-making mechanisms must operate. Some examples

include those by Nyman et al. (1995), who inferred that the

aureole around the Papoose Flat pluton deformed at a finite
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rate of approximately 10212 s21, and Fernandez and Castro

(1999), who suggested rates as high as 10210 s21 in rocks

surrounding parts of the Extremadura batholith. Using a

geometrical approach, Johnson et al. (2001) calculated finite

strain rates ranging upward from approximately 10210 s21,

with the exact value depending on pluton size and filling

rate.

To provide additional constraints on instantaneous strain

rates associated with emplacement of silicic magma, we

have constructed a three-dimensional geometrical model to

evaluate the rates of homogeneous host-rock deformation

during in-situ expansion of spheroidal dike-fed plutons. We

use rock and magma parameters applicable to mid-crustal

levels and a geometrical construction similar to that

employed in other pluton aureole strain studies (e.g. Holder,

1979; Ramsay, 1989; Tikoff et al., 1999). Our results

indicate that instantaneous strain rates fall in the range of

1027.5–10211 s21 for most rocks within the deformation

aureole of a dike-fed pluton up to 5 km in radius. These

strain rates are too fast to be measured with standard

geochronological techniques, but host-rock microstructures

may record strain rates of this magnitude. After presenting

the model and the results, we discuss the microstructures

likely to be indicative of these strain rates and assess the

potential for their preservation. This study should not be

construed either as supporting or disputing dike-fed pluton

growth; our intention is to present some consequences of in-

situ expansion of a dike-fed pluton.

2. Model parameters

2.1. Derivation of strain rate in the general spheroidal case

We use a three-dimensional, isovolumetric shell as the

basis for calculating strain rates around an expanding pluton

(Fig. 1). This geometrical model considers a spheroidal

pluton fed by a dike of 1 km plan length. All near-field mass

transfer accommodating the growing pluton occurs by

homogeneous deformation in isotropic host rock. Around an

expanding sphere, all deformation is symmetric and

accomplished by coaxial deformation (Fig. 1a). In the

general case, noncoaxial deformation occurs in most

locations around an expanding spheroid, but for this work

we have restricted our calculations to the loci of coaxial

deformation along the principal axes of the spheroid (Fig.

1b). Our model does not explicitly incorporate surface

uplift, far-field return flow to the source area, or discrete

faults and shear zones.

As a model spheroidal pluton expands, a concentric shell

with pre-pluton thickness t 0 will thin to t and increase its

radius to maintain a constant volume (Fig. 1). In all

expressions, the superscript 0 refers to the initial state.

Because volume remains constant, shell thickness is

coupled to the shell radius; this is the starting point for the

following derivations using the instantaneous rate of

thinning to calculate strain rate.

To determine the radius of the deforming shell, we must

consider the original shell size and the added pluton volume.

The original volume contained inside the shell is:

V0
in ¼

4

3
pr03

in ð1Þ

where r0
in is the initial inner radius of the shell. With

emplacement of a spheroidal pluton, the deforming shell

will develop a spheroidal shape, but we always begin with a

spherical shell because a spherical initial shell geometry is

independent of the final pluton shape and thus allows

comparisons between all models, and because we assume

the host rock is isotropic and has no inherent shape-

preferred structure. The volume inside the shell will change

with the addition of a pluton by:

Vin ¼ V0
in þ Vp ð2Þ

where the subscript p refers to the pluton. In radius notation,

the volume of the pluton and the volume inside the shell are

(Fig. 1):

Vp ¼
4

3
pa2r3

p ð3aÞ

Vin ¼
4

3
pðrp þ dinÞðarp þ gdinÞ

2 ð3bÞ

where din is the distance between the edge of the pluton and

the inside of the shell, a is the pluton aspect ratio, defined as

the ratio of the lengths of the horizontal to vertical axes

of the spheroid; the two horizontal axes of the spheroid are

equal. The shell thickness ratio, g, allows for different

degrees of shortening at the top and sides of the shell (Fig.

1b). We define the shell thickness ratio as:

g ¼
ts

tt

ð4Þ

where the subscripts s and t refer to the side and top (or

bottom) of the expanding pluton. Both a and g, are imposed

conditions, and we can assign them to be constant or vary

with pluton radius. Substituting Eqs. (1), (3a) and (3b) into

Eq. (2):

4

3
pðrp þ dinÞðarp þ gdinÞ

2 ¼
4

3
pr03

in þ
4

3
pa2r3

p ð5aÞ

The volume contained by the outer edge of the shell, dout,

follows similarly:

4

3
pðrp þ doutÞðarp þ gdoutÞ

2

¼
4

3
pðr0

in þ t0Þ3 þ
4

3
pa2r3

p ð5bÞ
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We define the shell thickness as (Fig. 1):

t ¼ dout 2 din ð6Þ

Solving Eqs. (5a) and (5b) for din and dout allows us to

calculate t as a function of rp (see Appendix A). The strain

rate related to the thinning shell, dt/dt (derived below), is

thus a function of the change in pluton radius with respect to

time.

The derivative of Eq. (3a) with respect to rp, recalling

that a is either constant or a function of rp, is:

dVp

drp

¼ 4pa2r2
p

� �
þ

8

3
par3

p

da

drp

ð7aÞ

The volume rate of change of the pluton is equivalent to

the filling rate, Q:

dVp

dt
¼ Q ð7bÞ

Combining Eqs. (7a) and (7b):

drp

dt
¼

drp

dVp

dVp

dt
¼

Q

4pa2r2
p

� �
þ

8

3
par3

p

da

drp

ð7cÞ

Multiplying the derivative of t with respect to rp by Eq.

(7c) yields:

dt

drp

drp

dt
¼

dt

dt
ð8Þ

The instantaneous strain rate for a deforming shell is then:

_e ¼
ðdt=dtÞ

t
ð9Þ

2.2. Floor subsidence and roof doming

To consider the possibility that a pluton may grow by

inflation from a sill into a laccolith or lopolith geometry by

roof doming (Corry, 1988; Morgan et al., 1998) or floor

subsidence (Cruden, 1998; Wiebe and Collins, 1998;

Cruden and McCaffrey, 2001), we constructed another

model geometry using a constant horizontal width. To do so,

we constantly change the aspect ratio as the pluton expands.

The final geometry of this model is a hemisphere with a

5 km radius (Fig. 1c). As the circumference of the pluton

increases, the shells in this model stretch uniformly either

underneath the deforming floor, as shown in Fig. 1c, or over

the roof of the pluton. Because we assume that no surface

uplift occurs, roof doming is mathematically equivalent to

floor subsidence.

Fig. 1. Vertical central cross-sections illustrating the geometric bases for models of an in-situ expanding spheroidal pluton. See text for explanation of

variables. (a) As a spherical pluton expands from a point source, a spherical shell of wall rocks deforms symmetrically, expanding and thinning. Light gray

represents the initial, undeformed shell; the dark gray shell corresponds to the instance where a pluton of radius rp has intruded. (b) In the more general case of a

spheroidal pluton, the deforming shell has either a uniform thickness, or thins more at the ends. We define the shell thickness ratio, g ¼ ts=tt. This ratio also

applies to the distance between the pluton and the shell of interest (din). (c) A pluton inflating from a sill to a hemisphere by floor subsidence drives uniform

thinning of model host-rock layer (light gray) beneath the expanding pluton with a fixed horizontal dimension. This geometry also applies, if inverted, to a

laccolith geometry.
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2.3. Filling rate

The strain rate in our model depends strongly on the

pluton filling rate, or the magma flux through the feeder

dike. We calculated the volumetric flux through a single

dike using published values for the various parameters that

determine critical dike widths and flow rates (Bruce and

Huppert, 1990; Petford et al., 1993; Clemens et al., 1997;

Cruden, 1998). The magmatic flux, Q, is the product of the

dike width, flow rate, and plan length. We use a dike plan

length of 1 km. The critical width, w, necessary to prevent a

dike from freezing depends on the viscosity, h, thermal

diffusivity, k, density contrast between the magma and host

rock, Dr, acceleration due to gravity, g, latent heat of

solidification, L, specific heat, C, vertical dike length, H,

initial magma temperature, Tm, effective magma freezing

temperature, Tw, and far field temperature of the host rock,

T1 (Bruce and Huppert, 1990; Petford et al., 1993):

w ¼ 1:5
CðTw 2 T1Þ

2

LðTm 2 TwÞ

 ! 3
4 hkH

gDr

� � 1
4

ð10Þ

Using the width from Eq. (10), the velocity, v, assuming

buoyancy-driven flow, is:

n ¼
gDrw2

12h
ð11Þ

Using a range of physical magma parameters suggested

by Clemens and Petford (1999), we calculated a range of

volumetric flow rates of 5.62–179 m3/s (Table 1). These

flow rates are based on a mid-crustal emplacement level

(far-field temperature of 450 8C). The slow rate is for a

relatively dry tonalite melt with viscosity of 107 Pa s, initial

temperature of 950 8C, and density difference between host

rock and magma of 200 kg/m3. The fast rate is for a wet

granitic melt with viscosity of 104 Pa s, initial temperature

of 850 8C, and density difference between host rock and

magma of 400 kg/m3. Other combinations of viscosity,

magma temperature, and density difference between the

above values yield intermediate volumetric flow rates.

These flow rates are for dikes at the critical, or minimum,

width to prevent freezing; dikes could be wider and

therefore have higher flow rates. Thus, given the above

conditions, we regard the flow rate of 5.62 m3/s as the

minimum filling rate for a pluton fed by a dike 1 km in plan

length.

The geometry of our model does not explicitly assume a

mid-crustal pluton emplacement level. However, because

the parameters we used to calculate magma flow rates are

based on values most consistent with the middle crust, the

strain rates we derive are most applicable to those levels.

Higher temperatures deeper in the crust reduce the critical

magma flow rate, perhaps to approximately 1025 m3/s. At

such low flow rates, a pluton should expand much more

slowly and require much lower host-rock strain rates.

3. Results

To evaluate the host-rock strain-rates associated with a

range of pluton growth histories, we employed various

values for filling rate, pluton aspect ratio, and shell thickness

ratio (Table 2). Filling rates were 5.62 and 179 m3/s, and

pluton aspect ratios were 1, 2, 5, and a size-dependent

function calculated from McCaffrey and Petford (1997):

a ¼ 2:34r1:67
p ð12Þ

where rp is the vertical pluton radius. All shells initially

have a uniform thickness (g ¼ 1), so for a different shell

thickness ratio to develop after a pluton grows, the shell

thickness ratio must vary with rp. For those cases, we chose

functions (Table 2) so that the ratio between the thickness at

the side and at the top of the shell was approximately 0.5 at

the end of the model run. The ratio of 0.5 is an arbitrary

value, but represents a reasonable estimate of differential

strain around a pluton. In all model runs, strain rates in

shells surrounding an expanding pluton decrease mono-

tonically with both rp and distance from the pluton (Figs. 2

and 3a). Additional runs, not described here, indicated that

results were not sensitive to initial shell thickness, so for all

the runs we discuss, the initial shell thickness is 1 m. We

chose the plan length of 1 km as a reasonable estimate for

dikes feeding plutons on the order of 5 km in radius. As

shown by Johnson et al. (2001), a different plan length, even

Table 1

Magma parameters and calculated volumetric flow rates in dikes

Constants

Thermal diffusivity, k (m2/s) 8 £ 1027

Latent heat of solidification,

L (J/kg)

3 £ 105

Specific heat, C (J/kg/8C) 1.2 £ 103

Acceleration due to gravity,

g (m/s2)

9.8

Vertical dike length, H (m) 2 £ 104

Effective magma freezing temperature,

Tw (8C)

750

Horizontal dike length (m) 103

Far field host rock

temperature, T1 (8C)

450

Variables For low flux For high flux

Initial magma temperature, Tm (8C) 950 850

Density contrast, Dr (kg/m3) 200 400

Viscosity, h (Pa s) 107 104

Output

Dike width, w (m) 7.01 1.76

Magma velocity, n (m/s) 0.0008 0.101

Volumetric flux, Q (m3/s) 5.62 179

Input values, except horizontal dike length, from the range of

permissible values given by Bruce and Huppert (1990), Petford et al.

(1993), and Clemens and Petford (1999).
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Table 2

Parameters for model runs

Runa Magma flux Initial inner shell radius Pluton aspect ratio Shell thickness ratio Vertical pluton radius Initial shell thickness

Q (m3/s) ri (m) ap g rp (m) Dr (m)

1 5.62 0 1 1 – 1

2 5.62 1000 1 1 – 1

3 179 0 1 1 – 1

4 179 1000 1 1 – 1

5 5.62 500 2 1 – 1

6 5.62 500 5 1 – 1

7 5.62 500 2:34r5=3
p

b 1 – 1

8 5.62 500 5 20.5(rp/1000)2 þ 1 – 1

9 5.62 – 1 1 1000 1

10 179 – 1 1 1000 1

11 5.62 – 5 20.5(rp/1000)2 þ 1 200 1

12c 5.62 500 5/rp 1 – 1

13c 179 500 5/rp 1 – 1

a For runs 1–8, see Fig. 2; for 9–11, see Fig. 3.
b Calculated from McCaffrey and Petford (1997).
c Models a pluton with a constant 5 km radius inflating from a sill (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. (a) Results from model runs 1–4 (legend refers to Table 2), showing

dependence of strain rate on initial shell radius (ri) and on filling rate (Q).

(b) Results from runs 5–8 (Table 2) and from a run with a sphere for

comparison (labeled 10: parameters as run 1 (Table 2) except that

ri ¼ 500 m for comparison with runs 5–8). Postscripts t and s refer to

top and side, respectively, of the deforming shell (Fig. 1b). Runs 5–8,

which are based on the minimum filling rate, represent the lowest predicted

strain rates for dike-fed pluton expanding in-situ.

Fig. 3. Results of model runs 9–11 (Table 2). (a) Snapshot of horizontal

instantaneous strain rates and stretch distributions across deformation

aureoles surrounding a 1 km horizontal radius pluton. (b) The finite strain

gradient, shown as the change in stretch (ratio of final to initial length) with

distance from the edge of the pluton. We arbitrarily define the edge of the

aureole as the locus of 10% shortening, or stretch of 0.9, which occurs at

approximately one pluton radius from the pluton boundary.
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one that grows as the pluton expands, has little effect on the

modeled strain rates.

3.1. Range of permissible strain rates

Around a 1 km pluton, rocks in the aureole deform at

rates higher than 10210 s21 (Figs. 2 and 3). Considering all

modeled geometries and different observation positions in

the aureole, we calculate instantaneous strain rates that

range from 10211 s21 to greater than 1024 s21. The

calculated strain rates depend primarily on the size of the

pluton, the original shell distance from the pluton center (i.e.

where in the aureole the strain rate is measured), and the

filling rate, such that greater distance from the pluton

contact, larger pluton radius, and lower dike flow rate

contribute to lower strain rates. A uniform shell thickness

around a spherical pluton (Fig. 2b, Run 10) produces lower

strain rates than other geometries, but the effect of pluton

shape and deformation shell uniformity is of secondary

importance (Fig. 2b).

As a pluton expands at a constant volumetric rate, the

instantaneous strain rate everywhere in the aureole

diminishes (Fig. 2), with the very high rates for rocks

adjacent to the pluton boundary decaying rapidly (Fig. 2a).

As an example, a shell that started 1 km from the center of a

spherical pluton 1 km in radius deforms at 1027.5 –

1029 s21, depending on filling rate (Fig. 2a). As the pluton

grows to 5 km radius, the strain rates decrease to a range of

1029.5–10211 s21. Results are similar for the non-spherical

cases. Except during the earliest stages of growth

(rp , ,750 m), the instantaneous strain rate varies less

than an order of magnitude across the aureole (Figs. 2a

and 3).

For the floor subsidence and roof doming model, strain

rates are nearly constant, decreasing by less than an order of

magnitude as the pluton inflates (Fig. 4). Recall that this

strain rate measures the thinning of a shell under a sinking

floor or over a doming roof, and does not incorporate any

lateral expansion; the pluton is assumed to inflate vertically

from a sill. As in the original model, strain rates are highly

sensitive to filling rate, being approximately 1029.3–

10210.8 s21 for the fast and slow filling rates, respectively.

These rates are initially lower than those for the expanding

spheroid (Fig. 2), but become equal or higher as the pluton

grows.

3.2. Effect of varying initial shell radius

The initial shell radius, or the distance a shell originated

from the incipient pluton center, strongly affects the

calculated strain and strain rate (Fig. 2), but it does not

affect the strain or strain-rate fields. In effect, the initial shell

radius identifies which shell we track through the model: a

shell with initial radius of 0 km (Runs 1 and 3; Fig. 2a)

represents the rocks at the pluton margin, whereas a shell

with initial radius of 1 km (Runs 2 and 4; Fig. 2a) represents

rocks that started 1 km from the pluton center. Because of

thinning and translation associated with pluton growth,

rocks that began 1 km from the pluton center end up

1.261 km from the center, and only 261 m from the

boundary, of a 1 km radius pluton. Shells closer to the

pluton center (lower ri) predictably experience a higher

initial strain rate as they rapidly thin to accommodate the

growing pluton (Runs 1 and 3; Fig. 2a). However, shells

starting at ri ¼ 0 and ri ¼ 1 km will experience different

strain rates only until the pluton is approximately 1 km in

radius (Fig. 2a). Intermediate values of ri contour smoothly

between these curves. To allow comparison among other

variables, we discuss our remaining results for a shell that

started 500 m from the pluton center.

3.3. Effect of varying filling rate

Wall-rock strain rate is highly sensitive to the pluton

filling rate. The filling rates used here are based on

theoretical and experimental determinations of magma

characteristics and flow dynamics (Bruce and Huppert,

1990; Petford et al., 1993; Clemens et al., 1997; Cruden,

1998) relevant to mid-crustal levels. Rocks surrounding a

pluton filling at the lower end of the flux range will

experience strain rates nearly 1.5 orders of magnitude lower

than those around a pluton filling at the higher rate (Fig. 2a).

Because the difference between the minimum and maxi-

mum filling rates is also approximately 1.5 orders of

magnitude, we can consider the strain rate to scale

approximately linearly with the filling rate.

3.4. Effect of varying aspect ratio and shell thickness ratio

Compared with a uniform shell thickness surrounding a

spherical pluton, shell thickness ratio, g, and pluton aspect

ratio, a, have less than an order of magnitude effect on the

Fig. 4. Results of model runs 12 and 13 (Table 2): instantaneous strain rates

associated with floor subsidence or roof doming around a spheroidal pluton

with a constant horizontal radius of 5 km as it inflates from a sill. Initial

shell radius is 500 m.
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strain rate (Table 2; Figs. 2b and 3a). Similarly, the

difference in strain rate at the top and sides of a non-

spherical pluton is less than an order of magnitude (Runs 8s

and 8t; Fig. 2b). Because we model the non-spherical

plutons as oblate bodies, the sides of those plutons always

experience strain rates greater than the top for a shell

thickness ratio.

4. Corollary calculations

4.1. Stoping

Stoping has long been recognized as an efficient

mechanism for removing inner portions of a deformation

aureole (Buddington, 1959; Paterson et al., 1996). With that

in mind, we modified our model to determine the effects of

stoping on the instantaneous strain rate and finite strain

distribution around a pluton with aspect ratios of 1 and 2,

and consisting of 0, 20, and 50% stoped blocks by volume.

In this model, stoping is assumed to operate uniformly

around the spheroidal pluton (Fig. 5a). The fundamental

difference between this model and those previously

described is that the pluton radius includes volume of both

the magma added and the stoped blocks. Because stoped

blocks constitute a portion of the pluton, the effective pluton

radius for a given volume of dike-fed magma is larger than it

would be without stoping (Fig. 5b).

Because the response of the rocks outside the effective

radius of the pluton depends only on the volume added to

the system (Eq. (2)), the degree of stoping does not influence

deformation of rocks in the aureole. Although strain rate and

finite strain distributions around plutons with stoped

material (Fig. 5c and d) appear to be sensitive to the degree

of stoping when viewed in relation to the edge of the pluton,

if the same strain-rate curves are plotted in relation to the

center of the pluton, they are identical. Therefore we expect

that, given the same volumetric magma flux, aureoles

around plutons with high degrees of stoping deform at strain

rates equivalent to those around plutons with no stoping.

Although it does not significantly affect predicted strain

rates, stoping does affect the finite strain distribution in the

aureole. In particular, because the pluton has incorporated

the inner, high-strain portion of the aureole, rocks adjacent

to the pluton have a lower finite strain with increased degree

of stoping (Fig. 5d; Table 3). This in turn affects the bulk

Fig. 5. (a) Central cross-section of a spherical pluton that incorporates stoped blocks. If some fraction of the pluton consists of stoped material, the effective

pluton radius, reff, will be larger than the pluton radius, rp, to which the deforming shells are responding. Stoping removes the high strain portion of the inner

aureole and decreases the bulk strain across the remainder of the aureole. For clarity, the undeformed shell is not shown, but it is the same as in Fig. 1a. (b)

Relationship between the effective pluton radius and the radius of the emplaced magma (not including stoped blocks), which we model as a sphere at the center

of the pluton. (c) Instantaneous strain rate distribution, for different degrees of stoping, across the deformation aureole surrounding a 1 km radius pluton filled at

the minimum rate. (d) Stretch distribution, for different degrees of stoping, across the deformation aureole surrounding a 1 km radius pluton. Because stoping

uniformly removes the high strain inner portion of the aureole, with higher degrees of stoping, rocks immediately adjacent to the effective pluton boundary are

less strained.
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strain of the aureole. If we define the edge of the

deformation aureole at 10% shortening, equivalent to a

stretch of 0.9, and consider a central section through a

spherical pluton, we can calculate, for different degrees of

stoping, the aureole width normalized to the pluton radius

and the percentage of the pluton radius accounted for by the

linear shortening in the aureole (Table 3). Normalized

aureole widths range from 0.9 for no stoping and an aspect

ratio of 1, to 0.39 for 50% stoping and an aspect ratio of 2.

Homogeneous shortening accounts for only 32 and 13% of

the pluton radius at 20 and 50% stoping, respectively, as

compared with 90% with no stoping. The maximum

observable shortening at the pluton boundary around

spherical plutons with 20 and 50% stoping are 66 and

37%, respectively. The modeled aureole widths and radial

accommodation values incorporating stoping are in agree-

ment with those determined by Paterson and Fowler (1993)

for six natural plutons.

4.2. Tectonic accommodation

Based on field mapping and analog modeling, several

studies have proposed dilational sites associated with faults,

such as those in pull-apart basins or along normal faults, as

locations where plutons can develop (e.g. Hutton, 1982;

Guineberteau et al., 1987; Hutton, 1988b; Tikoff and

Teyssier, 1992; Ferre et al., 1995; Benn et al., 1998). For

this mechanism to accommodate an inflating pluton, the

dilation rate must at least equal the rate at which the walls of

the pluton diverge (twice the rate at which the pluton radius

grows). The pluton radial growth rate depends on the

magmatic flux and pluton geometry. We can use Eq. (7c) to

calculate those rates for a central section of a spherical pluton:

2
drp

dt
¼ 2

Q

4pr2
p

¼
Q

2pr2
p

ð13Þ

Around a 1 km radius pluton filled at the slowest

permissible rate (Table 1), the host-rock walls must diverge

at approximately 28 m/yr (Fig. 6), faster than the rate

calculated by Fernandez and Castro (1999) for a pluton in

the Central Extremadura batholith. Plutons growing in pull-

apart basins would probably have an aspect ratio closer to 2,

but oriented so the short axis is horizontal and the two long

axes lie in the vertical fault plane. Walls around the short

axis of such a spheroid will diverge one quarter as fast as in

the spherical case.

5. Discussion

5.1. Accommodating predicted strain rates

Although near-field and far-field material transfer

processes together accommodate magma transfer (e.g.

Hutton, 1988a; Paterson and Fowler, 1993), we have

modeled only the near-field effects of a single intrusion

driving homogeneous deformation in the host rock. Other

near-field processes that may make space for magma,

including regional tectonic strain, roof uplift, and floor

subsidence, must also occur at rates sufficient to allow

pluton growth in accordance with proposed filling rates

(Paterson and Fowler, 1993; Cruden and McCaffrey, 2001).

Below, we address the likelihood that these mechanisms can

operate at sufficient rates to accommodate dike-fed pluton

growth. Host-rock volume loss is another proposed space-

making mechanism, but it is likely to be too slow to be

significant at these strain rates (e.g. Marsh, 1989; Yoshinobu

and Girty, 1999). As shown in Section 4.1, stoping does not

Table 3

Strain-related calculations for different degrees of stoping

Stoping

(% total pluton volume)

Pluton aspect ratio Aureole width normalized to pluton radius Horizontal radial accommodationa

(%)

Maximum shortening

(at pluton margin)

(%)

0 1 0.9 90 .99

20 1 0.76 32 66

50 1 0.50 13 37

0 2 0.75 74 .99

20 2 0.63 30 68

50 2 0.39 17 39

a Percentage of pluton radius accommodated by bulk shortening across the aureole.

Fig. 6. Horizontal divergence rates of wall rocks necessary to accommodate

the central section of a spherically expanding pluton fed by a dike with our

minimum filling rate. Based on the geometries we have described, this

curve represents the minimum divergence rate for the walls around the

center of a spherical dike-fed pluton.
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affect the strain rates in the aureole, so we do not discuss that

mechanism further here.

5.1.1. Regional tectonic accommodation

Rates of bulk regional deformation are usually quoted in

the range of 10213–10215 s21 (Pfiffner and Ramsay, 1982;

Paterson and Tobisch, 1992; Dunlap et al., 1997; Foster and

Gray, 1999; Muller et al., 2000). Although some workers

have proposed that discrete zones, such as kink folds and

shear zones, within tectonically active areas can deform

much faster than the regional strain rate, strain rates at these

local sites are suggested to be no greater than 1029 s21 (e.g.

Schmid, 1989; White and Mawer, 1992; Fernandez and

Castro, 1999). In some instances, it appears that shear zones

or kink folds may deform fast enough to accommodate

strain rates required by dike-fed pluton expansion, but shear

strain rates associated with shear zones are not directly

comparable with strain rates predicted by our model.

Perhaps a better measure for the ability of regional

tectonic activity to make space for plutons would be the

divergence rate of faults, such as in pull-apart basins.

Divergent plate boundaries probably set the upper limit for

making space by faulting (Paterson and Tobisch, 1992),

with part of the East Pacific rise recognized as the fastest

spreading center at 0.15 m/yr (Hey et al., 1995). This rate is

two orders of magnitude lower than around the slowest-

growing modeled spherical pluton (Section 4.2), much too

slow to accommodate a pluton inflating in a single pulse at

the lowest calculated filling rate.

5.1.2. Translation and rotation

Several recent models and interpretations of natural

plutons have invoked variations of translation and rotation

as accommodation mechanisms for expanding plutons (e.g.

Cruden, 1998; Morgan et al., 1998; Wiebe and Collins,

1998; Tikoff et al., 1999; Cruden and McCaffrey, 2001).

Without significant strain in the host rocks, translation and

rotation must result in surface uplift, Moho depression, far-

field plastic or brittle deformation, or downward transfer of

material to the depleted pluton source (Paterson and Fowler,

1993). Surface uplift has been documented for plutons and

laccoliths in the upper crust (e.g. Acocella and Mulugeta,

2001) and postulated for those in the middle crust (de

Saint-Blanquat et al., 2001). Brown and McClelland (2000)

suggested that Moho depression accommodated magmatic

growth in the Coast Plutonic Complex.

Translation accompanying a penetratively thinning shell

can be an accommodating factor (Tikoff et al., 1999), but

rocks within and outside that shell must deform at high

instantaneous strain rates (.10210 s21) during at least early

stages of the deformation. In general, however, translation

and rotation by themselves do not involve penetrative

deformation, so structures at the boundaries of translating

and rotating blocks must accumulate strain. In order to

accommodate our modeled 1 km radius spherical pluton,

translation or rotation must open space at a rate of at least

28 m/yr. This requires that rocks in zones bounding areas of

rotation or translation must deform at equivalently high

strain rates. Cruden (1998) has suggested that shear zones

bounding a subsiding pluton floor (or a doming roof) must

deform at shear strain rates greater than 10210 s21.

5.2. Applying the model to natural settings

Our model uses a simple geometry to predict instantaneous

strain rates in the deformation aureole of a spheroidal pluton as

it expands concentrically in a single pulse. As such, it falls

short of describing many naturally occurring plutons. Never-

theless, several studies, including reinterpretations of well-

studied plutons, have argued for some degree of in-situ

expansion during emplacement (e.g. Papoose Flat (Morgan

et al., 1998), Flamanville (Brun et al., 1990), Ardara

(Molyneux and Hutton, 2000), San José (Johnson et al.,

2003a)). The composition and size of the Flamanville, San

José, and Ardara plutons are appropriate for our model. If the

in-situ expansion of these plutons was driven by an influx of

dike-fed magma, the surrounding deformation may preserve

microstructural evidence (see below) of instantaneous strain

rates within the range suggested by our results.

5.2.1. Pluton evolution and episodic construction

Regardless of how a long-lived plutonic magma chamber

eventually grows, it must initiate with a critical volume to

prevent freezing. A smaller initial volume of magma is

necessary in warmer host rock, as could develop if the host

rock were preheated by a series of intrusions. If a pluton

were fed by small, temporally spaced dike-fed injections,

early injections would cool below their solidus before the

next injection occurred, likely resulting in a sheeted

complex, at least on the margins (Yoshinobu et al., 1998).

Therefore, unless stoping or remelting removed the

evidence, plutons with no sheeted margins probably

originated as a substantial pulse of magma, whether or not

they continued to grow episodically.

For plutons growing episodically, even though a single

filling event may be fast, the long-term average magma

supply rate can be low due to the time interval between

injections. In an ideal system, the non-elastic host-rock

strain rates during each filling event should be a function of

the pluton size, shape, and filling rate, and thus be predicted

by our model. Natural systems, however, may vary from the

ideal in several important ways. For example, if hundreds of

small injections intrude a large chamber (such as in the

mafic–silic systems described by Wiebe and Collins

(1998)), the host rock may have the capacity to absorb the

additional volume elastically, or the small strains could be

taken up by episodic faulting. Alternatively, magma

entering the chamber from the bottom could induce an

eruption or transfer of magma to a higher level chamber,

thereby keeping the pluton volume approximately constant

and eliminating any need for host-rock strain.

Some plutons that grow episodically do so with the
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intrusion of only a few discrete pulses. Johnson et al. (2003,

2004) described a multiple pulse tonalite pluton in the

Peninsular Ranges of Mexico. The initial pulse of this

pluton apparently had time to undergo extensive crystal-

lization at its margins before being intruded by a second

pulse of tonalite magma. The partly crystallized outer shell

of the pluton was deformed, at rates estimated by Johnson

et al. (2004) to lie between approximately 1028 and

10211 s21, during the emplacement of the second pulse.

The partly crystallized carapace behaved mechanically as

part of the host rock into which the magma intruded, so our

model may be applicable to this type of system.

5.2.2. Field and microstructural evidence for high

instantaneous strain rates

Obtaining strain-rate information from pluton aureoles is

difficult, owing principally to the poor calibration of structures

and microstructures to the dominantly transient thermal and

dynamic conditions that existed in these environments. But

under certain conditions, aureole rocks can record and retain

evidence for high strain rates. Our above modeled strain rates

are based on pluton filling rates calculated for a background

temperature of 450 8C, and although not part of the

calculations, this temperature might reasonably correspond

to the upper middle crust, depending on geothermal gradients.

Under these conditions, rocks straining at rates in excess of

10210 s21 are unlikely to flow, at least initially, by dislocation

or diffusion creep processes. Therefore, around rapidly-filling

plutons, we might expect widespread evidence for grain-scale

brittle deformation regardless of the dominant mineralogy. In

addition, the following observations are compatible with high

strain rates (Johnson et al., 1999):

1. Brittle features such as radiating fracture sets oriented

perpendicular to the direction of minimum compressive

stress, local or extensive zones of brecciation, and

extensive fracturing of minerals that were present prior to

emplacement may be common. Gradients in the devel-

opment of these features may be present, with the most

intense development near the pluton margin.

2. Contact metamorphism will completely postdate the

emplacement-related deformation, owing to the slow rate

of heat transfer relative to the rate of pluton growth.

3. Synplutonic dikes may be isoclinally folded in the

magmatic state prior to cooling below their solidus

temperature.

At background temperatures higher than those used in our

model, creep mechanisms may play an active role in

accommodating deformation, but at mid-crustal levels, creep

will not be a dominant mechanism (Albertz et al., 2002). The

minimum strain rate we would predict at elevated background

temperature would necessarily be lower because the minimum

filling rate would be lower. In the early stages of pluton grown,

however, strain rates would still be well above 10210 s21.

Where creep is active, it may be possible to use experimentally

derived flow laws to evaluate aureole strain rates. The

principal difficulty with this approach is extrapolating

experimental results, on either mono- or polyminerallic

rocks, to an environment where steady state thermal and

dynamic conditions almost certainly never prevailed. Because

strong and weak minerals will partition the strain and strain

rate (e.g. Bons and Cox, 1994; Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002; Ji

and Xia, 2002; Johnson et al., 2004), microstructures of the

entire rock would have to be characterized in any attempt to

determine the bulk strain rate.

Preservation of microstructures diagnostic of high strain

rates in a pluton aureole requires certain conditions. If the

pluton is large, with a large associated thermal flux into the

aureole, evidence for microfracturing may be destroyed by

recrystallization. Similarly, if the pluton is ‘syntectonic’,

then continued accumulation of regional strain and

associated differential stress may also affect the emplace-

ment related microstructures. In general, the preservation of

syn-emplacement microstructures would be favored by a

rapid drop in temperature, differential stress and strain rate

after emplacement (e.g. Knipe, 1989; Prior et al., 1990;

White and Mawer, 1992; Handy et al., 2001; Johnson et al.,

2004). These conditions are probably best met around

relatively small post-tectonic plutons (e.g. radius ,5 km)

that formed from a single ‘pulse’ of magma.

6. Conclusion

Our three-dimensional model of homogeneous defor-

mation in host rocks surrounding dike-fed, in-situ expand-

ing plutons predicts, for example, instantaneous strain rates

greater than 10210 s21 in the deformational aureole of a

1 km radius pluton. If all deformation is homogeneous,

whether brittle or plastic, structures within the aureole

should reflect those strain rates. With the operation of other

material transfer processes, such as rigid block translation

and rotation, structures bounding the blocks must them-

selves accommodate deformation at comparably high strain

rates. Microstructures provide the best opportunity to record

strain rates of this magnitude, provided they are not

overprinted by later thermal or deformational events. The

presence of evidence for high strain rates in deformation

aureoles, whether the deformation is penetrative or in

discrete zones, would be consistent with in-situ dike-fed

pluton expansion as a magma emplacement mechanism.
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Appendix A

We derived the function relating the shell thickness to the pluton radius using the Solve function in Mathematica 4.0, by

Wolfram Research, Inc. The explicit solution for shell thickness, t, determined by solving Eqs. (5a) and (5b) for din and dout

and substituting the results into Eq. (6), is:
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1
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